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The foundation is a part of the
building that is never seen.   It is the
job of the foundation to support the
weight of the house, so foundations
are the first thing to be built and are
buried underground.   In Zanzibar,
foundations are the same as walls
except they are a little wider and
perhaps made of bigger stones.  It is
their job to make sure that the
building does not sink into the
ground or that heavier parts of the
house do not sink faster or further
than lighter parts.   They work by
forming a continuous wall beneath
the thinner walls of the house and
spread their weight over a wider

PROBLEMS WITH
FOUNDATIONS

area of ground.   If you stand on
very wet sand you will sink slowly
into it.   If you stand on a flat piece
of wood only slightly wider than
your feet you will not.   This is
because your weight has been
SPREAD over a wider area.

Most of Stone Town is built on firm
sand.   If it remains dry it is strong
and will carry a lot of weight but if it
has water running through it, it will
soon wash away, leaving foundations
unsupported and weak.   If this
happens the unsupported part of the
foundation will break and the wall
above will sink and perhaps begin to
lean.   In most cases, the foundations
under houses in the Stone Town are
good and only cause trouble if
drains, sewers or water-supply pipes
break, causing water to wash out
sand from around them.   Occasion-
ally foundations are damaged if
ditches are dug too close to them or
a dry toilet pit collapses.

In old houses local movement
caused by this type of damage is
dangerous.   If one part of the
building moves it will cause more
strain to be imposed on other old
and tired walls.   They too may begin
to move and the building may
become UNSTABLE.

Foundation spreads
weight over a
wider area.

Broken pipe
washes away
ground under
foundation, causing
it to settle and
crack.

REPAIR OF STONE HOUSES

COMMON PROBLEMS
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With bricks or long stones it is
possible to arrange them so that
they overlap and hold each other
down.   It is also possible to arrange
them in orderly lines or COURSES.
Walls like this are called COURSED
and BONDED and they can resist
pulling forces better because of the
extra strength provided by the
bonding.   Bonding also distributes
the weight imposed on the wall
more evenly.

The rounded shape of coral rag
prevents efficient bonding and can
easily distribute the imposed load
badly, leading to localised stress.
Walls that are coursed and bonded
are also much better at resisting
BENDING.    Rubble walls are more
BRITTLE and will break if bent.
Another important problem in
building with rounded corals is seen
in corners and in the junctions of

walls.   To be strong, buildings must
have good corners with alternate
stones from each elevation inter-
locking and fastening elevations
firmly together.   In the coral rubble
walls of Zanzibar it is not possible to
make such corners.   Walls simply
meet in flat BUTT-joints and there is
no interlocking of elevations.
Houses built with corners like this
are weak.

Bricks Coursed and Bonded

Brick walls are
bonded, and can resist
pulling forces

Coral-rubble walls are not bonded
and do not resist pulling forces

effectively

Cracks may form at corners
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Arches work because all the stones
in them are in Compression

The arches themselves are also
made entirely of rubble stone of the
same sizes used in building walls.
This makes them weak.  Arches
work because all the stones in them
are in COMPRESSION.  The
weight above squeezes them hard
together, keeping them in place.  For
maximum strength it is better if the
stones are big and flat.  This gives a
larger area for the weight to pass
through.  If the stones are small the
mortar between must be relied on
to transmit much of the weight.

In order to stand, arches also need
ABUTMENT.  If the arch is not to
collapse, the weight pushing sideways
through its stones must press on
something solid, this is clalled ABUT-
MENT.  In the middle, an arcade
abutment is provided by the columns
and the pushing force from the next
arch.  At the ends of an arcade there
is no abutment and because of this a
potential weakness occurs.

Large mortar joints
weaken the archFor maximum

strength, it is better to
use big, flat, stones
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Roof and floor slabs are made of
boritis (mangrove poles) and lime
concrete.  The boritis support the
slab and help to keep walls upright.
This is very important as rooms are
tall and walls relatively thin.  The
poles are needed to stop walls from
bending or leaning.  This is called
RESTRAINT.

In order to understand how the
slabs work and the problems that
can arise, it is important to know
how they were made in the first
place.  As walls reached full room
height, construction would stop.
Boritis were placed at close centre
across wall heads and over the
rooms below.  In most cases boritis
were seated on about 3/4 the width
of the wall.  The gaps between
boritis were bridged by placing small

Lime concrete

ROOF AND FLOOR SLABS sections of marine coral between
them.  On top of this, lime concrete
was cast.  When the new slab was
firm enough construction would
continue  on top of the floor slabs
until the next floor was needed, and
so on.  Constructing floors in this
way means that walls are not con-
tinuous from foundation to roof.  At
each floor level the majority of
the new wall rests on the slab
below.

Floor slab cover
over boritis.  The
next section of the
wall is built on top
of the slab.

Boriti poles laid on
top of wall.
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Boritis bend under the weight of the
slab.  As the slab bends it may crack
down the centre of its underside,
parallel to the wall.  When this
happens, the walls may be pushed
slightly apart and, if pushed far
enough, they will tear along the
holes left by decayed boritis.

All the old houses in the Stone Town
suffer to some extent from the
defects mentioned above.  Most of
them have twisted out of shape, with
bent walls, sagging floor slabs, and big
holes eaten into outside render.  They
have deformed because weaker parts
of the buildings have given way to the
forces described, and other parts
have been required to do more work
than intended.  In due course, it may
be that they too will break or at least
bend and crack until they have
distributed the extra load.

Equilibriam
When buildings DEFORM in this way
and adjust to changed LOADINGS, it
is said that they have found EQUI-
LIBRIUM.  Equilibrium, once estab-
lished, will remain until another
change in loading imposes new
stress in other parts of the building
and stability is lost.  It is possible that
the extra stress will cause these
parts to break or deform also.
When this happens, equilibrium has
been lost and damage will continue
until the load is again shared and
equilibrium returns.  Dependent on
the quality of the building and the
materials used, there may come a
time when there are not enough
strong parts left to do the work
required.  That is when part of the
building will fall down.

Rotten boriti no
longer support the
weight of the slab

Cracking occurs
along the line of
the boriti

New boriti leave
voids in the wall

Typical Construction
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PLANNING REPAIRS

The Real Cause

When considering repairs, it is important to first establish the cause of the
problem.  If the repair does not deal with the REAL cause or causes of the
trouble, all the money spent will be wasted and your house may still fall down.

Structural and Cosmetic

Repairs can be divided into two types, STRUCTURAL and COSMETIC.  In
most cases both types of repair are needed, the structural repair takes place
first and SOLVES THE PROBLEM.  This is followed by the cosmetic repair
that hides the structural repair and makes the walls look as though nothing
has ever happened.

In the Stone Town, many builders carry out ONLY cosmetic repairs thinking
that they are solving the problem.  Most of these repairs consist of filling
cracks with cement and then rendering over them.  If a repair is needed
because part of a building has started to crack, it is no good simply filling the
crack for a cosmetic repair.  The cracks are caused by a change in the work
carried out by different parts of the building.  If the repair is to last, it must
be directed at the cause of the changes.  It is sometimes not easy to find
what the real cause of the problem.  In order to do this, the building and its
surroundings must be closely observed in search of clues.

Survey

Looking at the building and site for clues to the problems is called a SURVEY,
and must precede ALL repair work.  The effectiveness, cost, and quality of
repair work will only be as good as the survey that preceded it.  All damage
and symptoms of damage, should be recorded on a scale drawing.   Whilst
compiling the survey you will begin to understand the causes of damage and
start to formulate approaches to repair.  When complete, the survey will

FINDING THE CAUSE OF
THE PROBLEM

LOOK FOR THE OBVIOUS

1. Has anyone in an adjoining house
taken out window frames or
removed timber lintels?

2. Has anyone in a flat underneath
or next to yours removed a wall
or cut a new opening or door
through a wall?

3. Have any of the neighbours be
gun to replace boritis or perhaps
an entire floor slab?

4. Have any ditches or pits been
dug close to walls?

5. Have any big pieces of render
fallen off recently and has it
rained heavily, (have the walls
been wetted more than usual).

6. Could the drains or mains water
supply be leaking underground?

7. Does your house have a toilet
pit?  Even if your toilet is canal-
ised, find and inspect the old pit
if it has not been filled.  Collaps-
ing pits cause very serious dam-
age in the walls above.

All of these things are very
common causes of damage to
old buildings.
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Cracks forming
long horizontal
lines are caused
by some distant
part of the
building sinking
or perhaps
starting to lean.

Horizontal cracks
can form when walls
tear along boriti
holes.

When looking for clues indicating the cause of trouble, it is also a good idea
to look for parts of the wall or floor that have become miss-shaped or bent.
Swellings or bulges within walls indicate the wall is over stressed and being
crushed, particularly if vertical cracks are to be seen nearby.  If a floor slab
bends and falls away from a crack, it may show there is a problem with the
foundation and that the wall is sinking or that a part of the wall supporting
the slab is moving down, perhaps caused by a bending lintel.  In both of these
cases, the damage will be accompanied by angled cracks in walls nearby.
Clues may also be found in the shape of doorways and window openings.
They will have been built square and plumb so that if they start to change
shape it is a sign that something is wrong.  Only by plotting the location and
extent of actual damage and the symptoms of ongoing damage on a drawing,
is it possible to truly understand its causes.

WALL AND FLOOR
PROBLEMS

Angled cracks
will form above a
new opening with
a lintel that is weak
and starting to bend.
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REPAIR TECHNIQUES

Structural repairs involve a small number of techniques.  Sometimes these
are used on their own, but in many cases some or all may be used together.

Stitching strengthens buildings by connecting elevations and interior cross
walls (remember they are built with butt joints).  This repair option is
used to repair vertical cracks developing as a result of lack of bond
between elevations.  The form of construction will determine the materi-
als used and method of repair involved.  If the walls are plain sheet
masonry, as sometimes used in small townhouses and utilitarian rooms in
larger houses, it is possible to make connections by inserting packs of
roofing tiles alternately into each elevation.  This technique is not suitable
for arcades, as there is not sufficient mass in the columns to permit the
required cutting away.  Stitching involves fastening elevations together by
introducing large corals or packs of tiles alternately into each elevation
such that they interlock in the way resembling brickwork.  Although using
corals to form stitches is the best option in terms of similarity of mate-
rial, they are seldom found in large enough sizes and need to be quarried
especially for the purpose.  Much work is also required to shape them
into fairly regular blocks.  An alternative to coral is Mangalore roofing
tiles.  Ceramic tiles are very similar to corals in expansion and contrac-
tion, and are available in town.

STITCHING
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manner described until inter-
locking packs of tile are installed
up the interior of the junction.

Vertical tile stitches:  Tile
stitches can also be used verti-
cally across horizontal cracks.
This process provides gentle
support to walls fractured along
voided boriti holes.  Although a
very effective technique, it must
be stressed that vertical tile
stitches must not be used if
structural movement remains
active.  In many of the larger
houses featuring interior arcades,
there is insufficient bulk in the
masonry of the end piers to
permit the type of excavation
required to install effective
stitches safely.  In these situa-
tions, the cracks must first be
grouted as previously but the
physical connection between
elevations is made by alternately
stitching with steel rod grouted
into pre-drilled holes.

4.

Horizontal tile stiches

Horizontal crack
along line of boriti
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oughly flushed free of debris and
saturated by pouring in water.  It
is important that flushing is
thorough as small fragments of
mortar can easily block access
to smaller parts of the void.
Grout is poured through a
simple piece of equipment made
from a large funnel and piece of
hosepipe.

Pouring
Pouring begins in the second lift
of holes and ideally continues in
the one site until grout comes
out from the hole beneath.  In
reality, void systems can be
complicated such that grout may
begin to flow from a site many
metres from the point of entry.
It is essential that entry points
are kept open and do not be-
come obstructed, preventing the
ingress of further material.

Sealing
To keep the grouting hole open
it is necessary to pour only small
amounts of grout followed
immediately by an almost equal
amount of water.  Pouring should

not be continuous, short pauses
are taken to allow air to escape
and allow grout to spread.  If the
weight of liquid grout within the
wall becomes too great there is
a danger of damage.  Grouting
should continue from each site
until refusal, at which time the
hole is sealed and work begun on
the next. Occasionally a slightly
higher pressure is required to
force grout into fine or remote
cracks.  Sufficient pressure will
be generated by erecting a
scaffold and pouring the grout
from a height of four or five
metres.

Once the wall is grouted it
should be left to cure for two
weeks.

4.

3.

Pour grout using a
funnel and hose pipe

Void filled with
grout

Block surface
cracks

500

300
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INSERTING NEEDLES

A ‘needle’ is the name given to any
long thin section of material placed
through a wall and at 90° to its face.
By inserting sections of carefully cut
coral through walls cracked verti-
cally within their thickness, it is
possible to tie the parts together
across the cracks and void systems
thereby strengthening it.

Mark out a 1m square grid on the
wall.  Starting at one end of the
bottom line in the grid, begin to
cut a neat rectangular hole
approx.  300mm square.  The hole
must pass right through the wall.

If the wall is very thick, needles
can be placed slightly more than
halfway through from either side.
In this case, the excavations on
each side must be off-set slightly
to produce a bonding effect.  It is
best to begin cutting the socket
by drilling a number of 20mm or
25mm holes as close together as

Before placing needles, walls should
be relieved of as much weight as
possible.  This can be done erecting
dead shores to support the floor
slab above, and by firmly strutting
any openings.

METHOD

1.

2.

possible over the site of the
intended socket.  Long sharp
chisels are then used to finally
excavate the hole.  Before placing
the needle, a bed of 1:3 lime
mortar is laid along the bottom
and the needle firmly bedded
into it with a rocking action.

When in place, a very dry mix of
1:3 mortar is tightly packed
around the needle along with
small stones.  Long thin pieces of
wood or steel are used together
with a hammer to beat home the
mortar.  It is very important that
this work is properly done and
that no empty spaces are left.
When one site is complete the
next needle to be placed should
be as far from the first site as
possible, and so on until the
work is complete.

Needles should be approx.  250
mm square and cut from the
toughest corals.  An electric angle
grinder or disc cutter will help in
roughing them out.
Precautions

300mm square hole
for the needle

Voids in the wall
are first grouted

Coral needle 250mm
square
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Deep tamping is a procedure designed to place mortar at depth within the
outer masonry of walls.   It is used to repair badly scarred walls severely
eroded by salt activity and abrasion.  Although a simple activity if correctly
executed, the strength of walls and their resistance to water penetration will
be much improved.

METHOD

The site is flushed free from debris using large amounts of clean water, this
will also serve to saturate the masonry.  A quantity of very dry 1:3 mortar is
prepared and a number of small stones in different sizes are placed in a
bucket of water to soak.  Using a trowel, a small amount of mortar should
be placed in the void between stones, and a long thin section of timber or
steel used to compact it firmly against the substrate.  Compaction must be
firm and a hammer used in conjunction with the timber to drive it home.
One or two further sections of mortar are laid in the same way and the
small wet stones beaten into it.

The procedure is repeated until the cavity is filled.

DEEP  TAMPING

Begin by compacting mortar
and small stones, adding larger
stones as appropriate

Wooden Lath

Very dry mortar

Small Hammer

The effectiveness of this
repair depends on the degree
of compaction and a good
selection of stones
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plumb bob and line is also
required.

The batten, plumb bob, and
square will all be used to main-
tain the line of the building.  This
is necessary because each exca-
vation is completed and back-
filled before the next is begun,
and some means are therefore
required to ensure alignment of
the sections.  Measurements
taken from the suspended plumb
bob to the face of the workings
below will ensure that when
finally connected the various
sections will be in alignment.

Excavation work should begin by
carefully opening the first 1m
section.  It will be necessary to
continue digging until reliable,
undisturbed strata is found.  If the
excavation exceeds 1.5m in
depth, simple timbering must be
installed to prevent the possibil-
ity of the trench collapsing.
Depending on ground conditions,
it may also be necessary to install
shuttering to the rear of the
excavation.  If this is required
concrete slabs should be used as

these can be abandoned as work
proceeds.  Should timber be used
in this location it must be re-
moved as work advances, if
abandoned the work will be-
come voided as it decays.

As soon as reliable strata is
found, a very dry mix of 1:2
concrete is laid as a bed for
successive courses of large flat
corals.  The stone used must be
the rough, hard variety laid in a
1:3 sand/cement mortar.  Small
thin stones are introduced into
the bed joint as required to fill
cavities.  It is important that
courses are laid with care from
the rear of the excavation, and
the ground beyond carefully
compacted to exclude the
possibility of voids.  Each end of
the construction is left ‘toothed’
to enable bonding with the
neighbouring section.  The new

3.

4.

5.

foundation is brought up to a point
75mm inches below the original
work.  The remaining gap is packed
with a very dry mix of 1:2 cement/
sand mortar.  This mortar must be
beaten into place with suitable pieces
of timber and hammers.  No voids
must be left and the whole must be
packed solid.  The site is now back
filled and firmly compacted.

Plumb bob used
to keep new
foundation in line

Coral stones and
cement/sand
mortar

Bed of concrete

75mm




